Abstract
Introduction

45
The course of aging is associated with cognitive decline, i.e. progressive decrease of cognitive abilities 46 associated with various age-related neurobiological changes, such as structural atrophy (Raz et 
Participants
121
The current sample is based on an existing cohort of 1,201 participants 1 recruited by the 1000BRAINS 122 study (Caspers et al. 2014 ). 1000BRAINS is a population-based cohort study, which investigates the 123 inter-individual variability in brain aging. The cohort of 1000BRAINS is recruited from a sample of the 124 Heinz Nixdorf Recall study and the associated MultiGeneration study, involving the spouses and 125 offspring of the Heinz Nixdorf Recall study participants (Erbel et Statistics 2012), and had a structural MRI data set of sufficient quality (n = 678). Based on the LEAP-Q 136 data, further exclusion criteria were defined: simultaneous bilingualism 2 (9 participants), 137 developmental first language deficiencies in any modality (speaking, comprehending, reading, 138 writing) (65 participants), and left-handedness (12 participants). Moreover, participants for whom 139 the transformation of their anatomical data set to the template was not possible were excluded (104 140 participants, most due to motion artefacts, some because of macroanatomical deviations so huge 141 that they could not be processed by the algorithm). With the exclusion of 59 participants after outlier 142 correction (values for cortical thickness, surface area, and/or GMV exceeding 3 standard deviations 143 M A N U S C R I P T
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Heim et al.: Bilingual Brain Reserve in Ageing 7 from the mean, respectively), and further exclusion of 3 participants who were each biologically 144 related to one other study participant, subsequently a total of 224 monolinguals and 175 bilinguals 145 constituted the sample of this study. 146
Assessment of Bilingualism (LEAP-Q)
147
In order to assess information about participants' second language status, the LEAP-Q was consulted. 148 LEAP-Q is a reliable and valid instrument to determine language profiles of neurologically healthy 149 bilingual and multilingual adults. In a self-assessment participants are requested to list and rate their 150 second language(s), including the age of acquisition, proficiency of all modalities, and manner of 151 acquisition. For the purpose of the current study, the LEAP-Q was used to classify participants into 152 two groups: monolinguals and bilinguals. Participants who were presently able to speak, understand, 153 read or write in at least one more language other than the mother tongue were classified as 154 bilinguals. In turn, participants with no or lost second language abilities were classified as 155 monolinguals. Out of the bilinguals, only 7 stated that they had no present exposure to their second 156 language. All other indicated that they used their L2 always (n=10), frequently (n=25), sometimes 157 (57), or at least rarely (18) in the context of friends or family, speech lab, reading, TV or radio. Since 158 the according LEAP-Q scale of present L2 exposure does not include exposure over previous years, 159 we refrained from using these values as covariates in the subsequent analyses. 
Image Processing 169
As a first preprocessing step, T1-weighted data of all participants were skull-stripped and segmented 170 into grey matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Grey 171 and white matter masks were summed up to provide a robust and accurate brain mask which was 172 entered into subsequent preprocessing steps for surface reconstruction. Cortical reconstruction was 173 then carried out using the standard pipeline implemented in FreeSurfer 5.3 (http://freesurfer.net). 174
After transformation to Talaraich space, grey matter and white matter were segmented, grey and 175 white matter boundaries were tessellated, and topological defects were corrected. Finally, for each 176 subject surface maps were generated, for e.g. cortical thickness, pial surface area and grey matter 177 volume. For ROI-based analyses, surface-based parameters including the pial surface area (SA) and 178 cortical thickness (CT) were extracted from the pre-processed data within the predefined 179 cytoarchitectonic areas of the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule. GMV was captured 180 
Demographic differences between subgroups 206
In order to identify further variables with potentially systematic influence on the group differences, 207
we assessed whether the mono-vs. bilingual participants were comparable with respect to their Age 208 (independent-samples t-test) as well as the potentially relevant factor Education (independent-209 samples t-test for education in years). These results, together with the insights from the MANOVA 210 models, served as the basis for the subsequent correlation analyses which treated the influencing 211 factors as continuous variables. The same analysis was re-run separately for SA and CT. 212
Correlation Analyses 213
1. Basic Model: Given the different effects of bilingualism on GMV in younger vs. older participants, 214 the influence of age on GMV in each of the two age groups was assessed with Pearson's correlation. 215
The ensuing coefficients for both groups were then converted into Fisher's Z values and compared 216 statistically (formulas from Cohen et al. 2003 ). The same analysis was re-run for SA and CT. 217 2. Refined Model: Given the significant group differences of mono-and bilinguals with respect to 218 both Age and Education, these two variables were considered in a next step as potential nuisanceM A N U S C R I P T
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variables into the correlation analysis in order to partial out their influence on the GMV differences 220 of mono-vs. bilinguals. Since Age was at the same time a variable of interest, it could not be treated 221 as a nuisance variable in the classic way. Instead, we corrected for the different average age levels of 222 the mono-and bilingual participants by subtracting the respective group mean from each individual 223 age values for each subject. Thus, if the differential age distribution in the two groups had an 224 influence on the slopes of the regression lines, the slopes would be corrected accordingly, thus 225 removing any spurious differences between the correlation coefficients. 
Analysis of the right IFG as a control region 236
Finally, the analyses for the right IFG were conducted in the same order and logic as those for the left 237 IFG, with two small exceptions: (1) The GMV for the two hemispheres were calculated separately. 238
For some participants the anatomical data sets for the right hemisphere could not be normalised to 239 the template with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, for the right hemisphere, only 394 valid data sets 240 were available (cf. Table 1b 
Analyses for SA and CT 267
The results of the parallel analyses for SA and CT values are provided in Tables 2 and 3. Generally,  268 across all analyses, it becomes evident that the significant group differences in GMV (i.e. the product 269
of SA x CT) between mono-and bilingual participants are mainly due to differences in SA, not CT. 
Analyses for GMV 277
The findings above suggested a strong modulation of the GMV differences between Language 278
Groups by biological age. Consequently, in order to gain insight into the development of GMV over 279 the life span, separate correlation analyses for the mono-vs. bilingual participants with the variables 280
Age and GMV were conducted and compared using Fisher's Z. These analyses revealed significant 281 negative correlations in both Language Groups and ROIs (Figure 2 
Analyses for SA and CT 302
The results of the parallel analyses for SA and CT values are provided in The presented data and model are also in very close correspondence with Pliatsikas' (2019) recent 375 DRM model. As stated above, this model, which was based on the evidence in the literature rather 376 than own empirical data, basically assumes that initial exposure to another language leads to GMV 377 increases in brain regions relevant for language and cognitive control (among them IFG and IPL). This 378 increase in cortical GMV is then followed by increases in subcortical GMV and white matter tracts, 379
i.e. the hard-wiring of these regions takes place during consolidation. With this hard-wiring done, the 380 cortical GMV effects decline to their initial values, since processing efficiency is now secured by the 381 entire network architecture. It is exactly this pattern that we see here in our empirical data over the 382 life span. Further work will have to look at the subcortical and white-matter effects of bilingualism. 383
384
Limitations 385
In order to provide measures comparable to those used in the international literature, the LEAP-Q, 386
for which there is a German version for the German native speakers, was chosen. This option was 387 preferred over its alternative, i.e. taking a different instrument which would have had to be 388 translated in German first plus potentially necessary validation. The LEAP-Q, however, has a number 389 of other disadvantages which should be kept in mind. First, it comes in three different versions for 390 participants with only one (monolingual), two (bilingual), or several (multilingual) first languages. 391
While this is rather practical for individual assessment because (monolingual) participants do not 392 have to compete irrelevant items, it takes some effort to recombine the three versions into one 393 comprehensive data base. The next obstacle is how to code the items. For instance, the amount of 394 present exposure to a language is assessed as a subjective judgement with a total of six items rated 395 on a five-point scale each. This design leaves it to the researcher to decide which metric is optimal for 396 the intended analysis (e.g. taking the maximum score given at any of the six items vs. taking an 397 average). Finally, although the LEAP-Q consists of a large set of items, some relevant dimensions in family, reading, speech lab/autodidactic learning, TV, and radio. Consequently, while the LEAP-Q 407 had some advantages for the use in a German-speaking cohort from which this sample was drawn, its 408 limitations may stimulate future research adding further relevant details to the actual longitudinal 409 mechanisms by which the higher GMV in bilinguals is acquired. These insights, in turn, might be 410 helpful for society as a whole in supporting and optimising multi-language use for quality of life and 411 old-age participation. 412
Conclusion
413
To conclude, this population-based, large-scale study uncovers the complex relationship of 414 bilingualism and GMV, which is critically modulated by age and which may vary in frontal vs. parietal 415 regions of the brain. Bilingualism appears to provide an immediate positive effect on GMV. This GMV 416 difference, however, may diminish with age depending on the individual brain region, with higher 417 persistence in the right than the left inferior frontal cortex. It thus may constitute a structural, focal 418 "brain reserve" for degenerative brain damage. 
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